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Evolutionary processes that formed the current protein

universe left their traces, among them homologous segments

that recur, or are ‘reused,’ in multiple proteins. These reused

segments, called ‘themes,’ can be found at various scales, the

best known of which is the domain. Yet, recent studies have

begun to focus on the evolutionary insights that can be derived

from sub-domain-scale themes, which are candidates for

traces of more ancient events. Characterizing these may

provide clues to the emergence of domains. Particularly

interesting are themes that are reused across dissimilar

contexts, that is, where the rest of the protein domain differs.

We survey computational studies identifying reused themes

within different contexts at the sub-domain level.
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Introduction
How did the protein universe emerge? The question is

challenging because it calls for syllogizing about the early

stages of the evolutionary process from its result: present-day

proteins. We know quite a bit about the result, given the

availability of significant amounts of protein data [1–8],

coupledwithtools tocompareproteinsalongdifferent facets:

sequence, structure, function, and context. In particular,

sequence similarities offer valuable clues into evolutionary

processes, as such similarities are a hallmark of shared

ancestry; that is, random sampling of a specific sequence

is a very low-probability event, such that it is unlikely that

two similar long sequence segments formed independently

[9–14]. Indeed, sequence similarities embody traces of

evolutionary events such as mutations, duplications, and

recombinations (e.g. Refs. [15,16,17��,18,19,20]). Such

events may be either recent or ancient, given that, as Eck

and Dayhoff argued, recent events have not erased all traces
www.sciencedirect.com 
of ancient ones, because natural selection inhibits change to

ancient well-adapted parts on which other essential compo-

nents depend [21].

The recurrence of similar sequence segments, or

‘themes,’ across proteins reflects the fact that the evolu-

tionary processes of duplication and recombination hap-

pened and left their traces. Indeed, it is more efficient to

‘reuse’ segments [22] than to be invent them ab-initio

[20,23]. These processes could have also acted on seg-

ments shorter than domains, even if they are too short to

fold independently. Ancient segments (denoted Ances-

tral Domain Segments (ADS) by Lupas et al.) could have

existed in an oligomeric state [12]. Smock et al. re-enacted

such a scenario experimentally [24]. Alternatively, these

segments could have been stabilized by the ribosome

[25,26]. Also, themes that existed within full domains

could have been re-used and grafted into other domains.

Bharat et al. re-enacted this scenario experimentally [27].

Thus, one would expect the protein universe to include

traces that are (divergent versions of) longer segments

formed by duplication and recombination of shorter and

more ancient ones [11,12,21,28,29]. According to this

logic, shorter themes (with the exception of those pro-

duced by processes such as domain atrophy [30]) are

candidates for traces of more ancient events. Notably,

though classification of proteins according to similarity in

longer segments — or domains — is a fundamental tenet

of protein research, it is only relatively recently that

researchers have begun to focus computational search

efforts on identifying shorter, sub-domain-scale themes

that recur across proteins and that may constitute traces of

evolutionary processes.

In what follows, we review this emerging field of research.

In particular, we survey recent computational studies that

search for reuse across multiple proteins and relate the

choice of computational procedure to the types of traces

found. We note that we do not discuss the special case of

intra-chain repetitions, or searching for duplications

within a chain, as a recent review by Alva and Lupas

[23] has covered the insightful studies addressing this

case.

A note on terminology: usage of the terms
‘global’ versus ‘local’ in the study of protein
space
Before launching into our discussion, we clarify the

terminology used to refer to different types of
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comparisons within protein space. In general, protein

comparisons can be distinguished according to whether

they search for ‘global’, ‘local’, or ‘glocal’ similarities. Yet,

confusingly, comparison studies also use these terms in a

different meaning, to describe the extent of the space

studied — such that a ‘global’ refers to a comparison

across all proteins (e.g. the global view of protein space

[15,31]), whereas a ‘local’ refers to comparison within a

smaller set (e.g. a set of homologous proteins [32]). Here,

however, we use these terms in their other common

usage, namely, as modifiers that describe the extent of

similarity within compared objects (e.g. protein domains).

In this case, a ‘global’ comparison between two objects

identifies similarity across the entirety of those objects,

whereas a local comparison identifies partial similarities. In

sequence comparison, the distinction between global and

local comparisons is that between the dynamic program-

ming algorithms used: Needleman-Wunch for global com-

parisons, versus Smith-Waterman for local comparisons.
Figure 1

(a)

(d)
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Alternative protein sequence comparisons: (a) protein1 and protein2 are globa

sequences of the proteins are represented as cartoons and lines. The proteins

shown in gray. (b) The optimal local similarity matches only the more similar o

local alignment (marked in green) avoids the negative contribution from the no

cartoon of the aligned parts in the structures as non-dimmed. (c) Globally com

and yellow segments match with a positive contribution to the overall score (m

have a negative contribution to that score (marked in red). (d) A glocal compa

contexts: Here, the bait theme is a concatenation of the green and yellow seg

in both proteins because the bait is matched in its entirety. These parts in the 
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The hybrid, ‘glocal,’ comparison finds similarities that span

the entire (i.e. global) sequence of one object, but are only

partial (i.e. local) in the other (see Figure 1(b–d)).

Global similarity implies local similarity, but the reverse

is not true. Hence, a search for local similarities between

objects is likely to identify more pairs of ‘similar’ objects

compared with a search for global similarities. Transitive

similarities are similarities in which, for any three proteins

A, B, and C, the similarities (A, B), and (B, C), imply the

similarity (A, C). Global similarities can (at least gener-

ally) satisfy this transitive property. In contrast, the partial

nature of local similarities renders them non-transitive.

Reliance on global versus local similarities in
protein classification
All meaningful sequence similarities (local ones included)

reveal something about protein evolution. Focusing only
(c) Global
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lly different proteins that share local segments. The structures and

 share a green and an yellow segment; the unrelated segments are

f the two possibly matching segments because optimizing the score of a

n-matching segments connecting the green and yellow ones. We show a

paring the two proteins reveals they are not similar: although the green

arked in green), the unrelated gray segments do not, and their gaps

rison with a bait can identify local similarities within globally different

ments; comparing it glocally to both proteins identifies the two segments

two proteins can then be globally aligned to each other.
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on global (and transitive) similarities offers the advantage

of enabling protein space to be organized into groups,

with each group containing proteins that are similar to one

another. Because many chains share only one of their

domains (i.e. are globally different yet locally similar)

[33], the pioneers of protein classification built classifica-

tion systems for domains. Once chains were parsed into

domains, the focus could be shifted back to global

similarities.

That the hierarchical domain classifications SCOP [34],

CATH [35], and ECOD [4] capture meaningful global

similarities is evident from the grouping of domains into

disjoint sets [36]. For example, SCOP groups domains of

closely related sequences into families, families into

superfamilies, and superfamilies of similar structures into

folds [34,37]. The classifications differ [4,38,39], each

offering its own perspective on meaningful similarities:

For example, the less conservative ECOD includes more

remote global homologies [4]. The structural levels also

have a subjective component in that similarity is based on

core-features, rather than on all residues [11,13].

Classification systems that capture the global similarities

between domains portray only a partial picture. Missing

from it are local similarities between globally different

domains, including similarities across folds [40]. It is

unclear whether local structural similarities that have

been identified across CATH and SCOP folds [19,41]

are due to homology or to biophysical constraints (i.e.

convergent evolution) [42,43]. Notably, however, some of

these structural similarities are accompanied by signifi-

cant cross-fold local (i.e. sub-domain-level) sequence

similarities, and these suggest homology: for example,

those found by Alva et al. [18], Nepomnyachiy et al. [15],

and Ferruz et al. [44��].

Together, these observations imply that if we were to

model protein similarities as edges in a graph (or network)

connecting nodes that represent domains, the hierarchical

classifications would form graphs with many disconnected

sub-graphs (e.g. one per fold); adding the cross-fold local

similarities would connect these subgraphs [45]. Several

studies have tried to explore these connections, shifting

the curation of evolutionary relationships among domains

to include local similarities, for example, Nepomnyachiy

et al. [15], SISYPHUS [46], and most recently SCOP2

[47,48�]. Nevertheless, evolutionary studies continue to

rely primarily on global domain-level similarities, because

the analysis of such similarities is simpler.

We believe that finding ways to include local similarities

at the sub-domain level is critical to studying protein

evolution. First, an inherent assumption of domain-based

classification is that the boundaries of the domains are

correct. Yet, as Bourne argued, it is difficult to identify

domain boundaries correctly, and indeed, the definitions
www.sciencedirect.com 
of domains vary across classifications [49]. The problem is

not just an issue of mistaken boundaries: Local similari-

ties reveal complex patterns of homology among differ-

ent, often overlapping parts, which hint at the evolution-

ary processes that formed them [16,46,47,48�].

The discussion of whether global similarities across pro-

teins suffice when studying evolutionary processes versus

the necessity of adding local similarities echoes an old

scientific debate regarding whether protein domain space

is discrete or continuous [15,36,50,51]. In the discrete

model, hierarchical classifications (i.e. only global simi-

larities) are an adequate description of the protein space;

in the continuous model, the many cross-fold, or local,

similarities must also be considered (e.g. those relating

the ancient alpha/beta domains [15]).

The case of domains and locally similar but
globally different chains
In general, it is difficult to derive insights from local

patterns; several studies suggest borrowing methods

and inspiration from linguistics [52,53,54��]. Fortunately,

however, given that shared domains are local similarities

within globally different chains, we can derive insights

and methodologies from the vast field of study of domain

architectures (see Refs. [33,53,55] for recent reviews).

In general, domain architectures are calculated by glocally

aligning sequences of a pre-curated domain set to non-

overlapping parts of protein chains [53]. Using the

domains in the pre-curated set as ‘baits’ reveals local

(domain-size) similarities in globally different chains,

namely, when a bait matches multiple chains [20]. Note

that using baits is a different search from locally compar-

ing all versus all chain sequences (see Figure 1 for an

example).

Analysis of domain architectures has led to evolutionary

insights. For example, studies have shown that insertions

are more common than deletions, especially at the termini

[56,57]. Domain architectures were used in functional

comparative genome analysis [58], and domain ages were

estimated from those of the genomes at the root of the

sub-phylogenetic trees where they occur [56,59,60].

Interestingly, not all domain combinations exist, and it

is possible to quantify, using relative entropy, the differ-

ence between the limited repertoire of pairs in the protein

universe and the complete repertoire of domain pairs that

could be associated at random [54��]. Nonetheless,

because domains are considered independently folding

units, it is believed that generally all combinations can be

formed in the lab. Important exceptions to this rule are

outer membrane beta barrel domains, for which it was

assumed that there is at most one domain per chain

[23,61] — until recently, when the Ben-Tal lab discov-

ered chains with multiple barrel domains (unpublished

results).
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2021, 68:105–112
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The case of sub-domains and locally similar
but globally different domains
Similar analysis methodologies can be used to investigate

local, sub-domain-level similarities shared among glob-

ally different domains. Yet, this level of analysis presents

additional challenges compared to the above-domain

level. Curating a bait set can be challenging, as there

are no pre-curated databases. When analyzing the geno-

mic history of domain architectures, one can realistically

assume that for most current architectures, ancestral

architectures are also found, unchanged, in other proteins

[33]. Finally, using shorter baits finds fewer reliable glocal

sequence alignments. Several studies took the first step

and identified traces of homologous segments at the sub-

domain level between domains that are not overall

homologous, including the set of Alva et al. [52], which

extends the ADS set [12], the ‘Fuzzle’ dataset by Ferruz

et al. [44��], and the recent set of bridging themes by

Kolodny et al. [62��].

Factors that influence the sensitivity of
searches for ancient sub-domain themes
When a search of a domain dataset fails to find novel local

sub-domain-level similarities, it may be because such

similarities are rare and the passage of time has eroded

their traces, or, alternatively, because the search was not

sensitive enough.

There are two main factors that can influence the sensi-

tivity of a search. The first is the dataset of searched

domains. A straightforward choice for the domain dataset

is all domains classified by the various established hierar-

chies; for these, we know which are globally similar. We

suggest that, instead of considering a small (e.g. 30%),

non-redundant subset of these domains, one should

search in a somewhat redundant set (70%), and cluster

the results. The reason is that we seek a representative set

of globally different (e.g. ECOD X-group) domains with

the strongest local similarity signals [63], and the best

representatives may be non-standard exemplars within

their groups (see, for example, the locally similar P-loop

and Rossmann domains described in Ref. [64��]).

The second factor influencing search sensitivity is the

mode of comparison adopted. Figure 1 highlights ways to

identify local segments shared among globally different

domains. The domains can be compared directly with a

local aligner (e.g. as in Refs. [17��,44��,52], Panel b).

Alternatively, one can rely on a pre-curated set of baits,

and compare these to the domains, using a glocal aligner

(e.g. as in Ref. [62��], Panel d). While a direct compari-

son does not require a bait set, the alternative of curating

such a set is closer in spirit to how domain architectures

are identified [53]. Indeed, using bait themes focuses the

search on the relevant parts within the domains. Figure 2

(panels a-d) shows a cartoon overview of using baits to

search for all similarities in a database of classified
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2021, 68:105–112 
domains, where the results are organized as a graph

(panel d).

The bait set can vary: In a recent study [62��], we used a

set of previously identified themes [16]. Other potential

bait sets include: (1) unit segments in repeating proteins,

as these segments are believed to be duplications of

ancient segments [23]; there are tools to identify these,

for example, [65]; (2) the elementary functional loops

(EFLs) identified by Berezovsky et al. [66]. The EFL

database includes ligand-binding segments of approxi-

mately 30 residues [67]; (3) Similarly, the ‘Fuzzle’ frag-

ments curated by Hocker and co-workers [44��] and (4)

structural units (e.g. the beta-blades set used in Ref. [68])

or functional units (e.g. adenine-binding themes used in

Ref. [69��]). Notably, and in contrast to the above-domain

setting, in which globally similar domains are grouped

together, theme baits may have more complicated simi-

larity patterns (e.g. a series of expanding segments, akin

to a pattern of Russian dolls [16]). Thus, although the

glocal aligner matches the entire theme, redundancy

among themes can lead to finding redundant instances.

Constructing a comprehensive and
meaningful catalogue of recurrent sub-
domain themes
The computational efforts initiated to identify locally

similar segments across globally different domains

[12,44��,52,62��] can contribute to a comprehensive cata-

logue of such themes. This catalogue will allow scholars

to characterize these themes and their co-occurrence

patterns. Focal characteristics might include, for example,

biophysical features such as polar/hydrophobic profile;

tendency to be core or surface elements; or tendency

to be located toward the termini or middle of the chain.

For some themes, it may be possible to identify functional

roles — for example, binding — on the basis of known

structures. Such characterizations could extend the report

of Alva et al., that their set of recurrent protein fragments

is enriched with nucleotide-binding, nucleic-acid-bind-

ing, and metal-binding motifs [52], or the metal-binding

themes described in Refs. [62��,70]. The catalogue can

also be used to reveal novel co-occurrences of themes.

Even though the catalogue is based on PDB data, because

the search is sequence-based, one can search for novel co-

occurrences in the far larger sequence databases [71].

Each catalogue theme is found in multiple global con-

texts, suggesting that the themes are ancestral within

their domains. The notion that the same themes exist

together in distinct global contexts (Figure 2e) is inter-

esting because it implies that evolution joined these

contexts together, or created a non-monophyletic domain

[12]. Characterization of the themes can then be used to

study the evolution of protein function – computationally

(e.g. Ref. [69��]) and experimentally (e.g. Ref. [72]), and

perhaps even in protein engineering [73].
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Cartoon domain database with
a fold-level classification

Cartoon pre-curated set of
“bait” themes

Glocal similarities of “bait” vs. database

Overview network among folds

We can look for interesting combinations in the sequence database:
e.g., a sequence matching these two baits:
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Overview describing how to use a pre-curated set of baits to characterize local similarities among globally different proteins at the sub-domain

level. (a) A domain classification clusters domains into groups: in our cartoon representation, each fold is boxed in a different color. (b,c) We can

glocally align a pre-curated set of themes, to identify cases of different folds (marked by their color) that share a theme. (d) The similarities among

the folds can be represented as a network: each node is a fold, and edges connect folds that share a theme. (e) We can then look for novel

combinations of bait themes that were found in at least two folds within the sequence databases.
We note that previous studies by us [15] and others [52]

searching for locally similar sequences within globally

different domains added a structure-based post-filter.

Specifically, to focus on cases with supporting structural
www.sciencedirect.com 
evidence of homology, those studies did not suffice with

sequence similarity but instead also required structural

similarity, such that segments with different conforma-

tions were not considered to be similar. Here, we plead in
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2021, 68:105–112
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favor of these discarded cases. The structures of mutating

sequences are generally robust [74]. However, as pointed

out by Grishin [11], there is no strict correlation between

homology and structural similarity. The environment of a

sequence can change the sequence’s structure, as

observed in short chameleon segments (up to 10 residues),

sub-domain sections in different oligomeric states, and

even complete domains and proteins [75–77]. Indeed,

there are many cases in naturally occurring or designed

proteins where a few mutations have a dramatic structural

impact; for recent reviews see Refs. [78–80]. Thus, not

only can these cases be bona-fide instances of a shared

ancestry, they may be particularly interesting ones. The

capacity of a sequence’s structure to change in different

environments, or through a few mutations, is evolution-

arily advantageous for exploring structure space [63] and

evolving new functions [81].

Concluding remarks
Computational and experimental studies of protein evo-

lution are complementary approaches to decipher the

historical record and the mechanisms that govern it.

Traces of many ancient evolutionary events are long

gone, having left only scant marks on the current protein

universe. Indeed, the only way to study the parts no

longer in view is to re-enact them experimentally (e.g.

Refs. [24,27,82,83]). Nonetheless, it is worthwhile to find

the rare traces, embodied in sub-domain-level themes:

not only because these traces are part of the historical

record, but also because their persistence throughout time

suggests they are important. To characterize these rem-

nants, we must identify them in the current universe

[64��,69��], and sifting through the vast amounts of data

necessitates specialized computational procedures. Then,

their ancestral sequences can be reconstructed, and these

may be studied experimentally [24,83], towards decipher-

ing how proteins emerged and continue to evolve.
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